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A new tuberculosis (TB) diagnostic cartridge assay, which detects 
a 3-gene TB signature in whole blood, was not diagnostic in 
women with maternal TB disease in India (area under the curve 
[AUC]= 0.72). In a cohort of pregnant women, we identified a 
novel gene set for TB diagnosis (AUC= 0.97) and one for TB 
progression (AUC= 0.96).
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The highest-risk time for a woman to develop tuberculosis 
(TB) disease is within 90 days postpartum [1], likely related 
to suppression of cell-mediated immunity during pregnancy 
followed by relative immune reconstitution immediately post-
partum [2]. These changes can mask TB symptoms, causing 
underdiagnosis peripartum. A test that reliably diagnoses 
maternal TB would decrease TB-related complications for 
mother and child.

Transcriptional RNA signatures are blood-based tests that 
diagnose TB disease or predict progression from TB infection 
to disease [3]. Of 47 published transcriptional TB studies, 
none included pregnant women. Most TB signatures, including 

the 3-gene signature developed into a cartridge-based diagnos-
tic assay [4], identify upregulated inflammatory pathways 
[3, 4]. Because proinflammatory pathways are suppressed 
during pregnancy [2], TB signatures in nonpregnant popu-
lations may not be valid during pregnancy and postpartum.

We sought to identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) 
in pregnant and postpartum women, before progressing and at 
TB diagnosis, to determine if published signatures remain valid 
and to identify differences in TB pathogenesis during 
pregnancy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We conducted a case-control study nested within a prospective 
observational cohort of pregnant women with and without hu-
man immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (PRACHITi) at Byramjee 
Jeejeebhoy Government Medical College (BJGMC)–Sassoon 
Hospital in Pune, India.

Study Population and Procedures

We included women ≥18 years of age with gestational age 
13–34 weeks, and TB infection detected by Quantiferon TB 
Gold In-Tube assay (Qiagen). We excluded women with TB 
disease in the last 2 years, immunosuppression, or current 
use of antibiotics. Women were assessed for TB disease with 
a symptom screen at entry, third trimester, delivery, and post-
partum with chest radiograph and GeneXpert, if indicated. All 
women had blood collected at each visit, and if TB was suspect-
ed, in PAXgene RNA tubes, stored at − 80°C.

Of 234 women in PRACHITi, 10 developed TB. TB was de-
fined as (1) sputum GeneXpert positive or (2) TB symptoms 
with radiographic evidence of TB disease and response to TB 
treatment. Seven cases had samples from entry (pre-TB) and 
time of TB diagnosis. For each case, 4 controls were identified 
who did not develop TB disease, matched on HIV status and 
gestational age at entry.

RNA was extracted using commercially available PAXgene 
Blood RNA kits (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin 
Lakes, New Jersey) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The extracted RNA was sequenced at MedGenome in 
Bengaluru, India, on Illumina HiSeq4000 to generate 100 bp 
paired-end reads per sample.

Data Analysis

The raw RNA-seq data were retrieved in FastQ-formatted files. 
For all samples, low-quality bases were removed and adapters 
trimmed using Trimmomatic version 0.32. After quality check, se-
quences were aligned to the human transcriptome (GRCh38 ver-
sion), comprising messenger RNA and noncoding RNA, with 
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Salmon version 1.2.0. All downstream analyses were performed in 
R version 4.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria). After mapping, the Salmon output was converted to 
count tables with the tximport package. The count gene expres-
sion matrix was examined by edgeR package to identify DEGs 
for (1) pregnant pre-TB vs pregnant control (prediction model) 
and (2) postpartum TB vs postpartum control (diagnostic model). 
Significant changes in gene expression were defined as statistical 
test values (false discovery rate–adjusted P value) , .05 and fold 
change higher than + 1.4. Candidate DEGs were visualized in 
volcano plots and Venn diagrams with the VennDiagram pack-
age. The obtained DEGs were scanned by REACTOME pathway 
databases using the compareCluster package. The count table 
was variance-stabilizing transformation (VST) normalized 
with the DESeq and edgeR packages. The data were evaluated 
to identify outlier samples with clustering analysis using the 
Stats package. A machine-learning based random forest 
algorithm with leave-one-out cross-validation was applied in 
the VST-normalized expression data to identify the minimal var-
iable (gene) set, which exhibited higher classification power to de-
scribe each group with the randomForest package. Variables were 
sorted based on their model-classified importance and accuracy. 
Variables greater than the third quartile were used for analysis.

Previously published gene expression signatures were ob-
tained from the TBSignatureProfile package (https://github. 
com/compbiomed/TBSignatureProfiler) and tested against 
our datasets (pre-TB and TB diagnosis). We included BATF2 
[3] and applied a general linear model to gene expression values 
from each signature gene. Outcomes were binarized to measure 
the sensitivity and specificity of classification, allowing mea-
surement of each group rate and area under the curve (AUC) 
to identify the best classifier. The entire gene expression of 
our data set is available at the GEO database (accession number 
GSE168519; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi? 
acc=GSE168519).

Ethical Considerations

All women provided written informed consent. The study pro-
tocol received ethical approvals from BJGMC in India and 
Johns Hopkins University and Weill Cornell Medicine in the 
United States.

RESULTS

Clinical Characteristics

Of the 7 cases and 28 controls, the median age was 25 years (in-
terquartile range [IQR], 22–27 years). Two cases (28%) and 
2 controls (7%) had a known TB exposure (P= .11). Four cases 
and 16 controls had HIV; all were on antiretroviral therapy 
with .75% virally undetectable. The median CD4 count at 
entry in cases vs controls was 428 cells/µL and 402 cells/µL, 
respectively (P= .82).

All 35 women had a positive interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) re-
lease assay (IGRA) at entry. All 7 TB cases occurred postpar-
tum; the median time from delivery to diagnosis was 60 days 
(IQR, 30–150 days). The majority (71%) were diagnosed by 
GeneXpert. There were no other significant baseline differences 
between cases and controls, including IFN-γ from nil, mitogen, 
or TB antigen IGRA tubes (Supplementary Table 1).

Transcriptional and Classification Analysis

There were 424 differentially expressed genes in cases vs con-
trols at TB diagnosis. The log counts per million (CPM) values 
for LONRF1 and ITSN1 correctly differentiated cases from con-
trols. These genes were used as a model (MachineLearn) and 
evaluated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) with an 
AUC of 0.97 (Figure 1A). Leave-one-out cross-validation had 
an accuracy of 0.91 (95% confidence interval [CI], .71–.99), a 
no-information rate of 0.684, a sensitivity of 0.867, and a spe-
cificity of 1.00.

There were also 469 differentially expressed genes in cases at 
the visit before developing TB disease (progressors) vs controls. 
The log CPM values for GGT7 and MYOM1 composed the best 
predictive gene set to differentiate progressors from controls 
with an AUC of 0.96 (Figure 1B). Leave-one-out cross- 
validation had an accuracy of 0.94 (95% CI, .80–.99), a 
no-information rate of 0.781, a sensitivity of 0.963, and a spe-
cificity of 0.86.

Comparison With Published Signatures

We compared the performance of 39 TB predictive and diag-
nostic signatures to our gene sets, and to the randomForest 
gene models in the conditions classification, using linear mod-
els to measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of each 
gene set and its CI. The gene sets we identified showed 
better predictive and diagnostic performance in pregnancy 
and postpartum than all published signatures, whose AUCs 
were 0.39–0.81 (Figure 1D and 1E). Specifically, the 3-gene 
signature had an AUC of 0.72 for the diagnostic model and 
0.73 for the predictive model.

DISCUSSION

We prospectively studied pregnant women at high risk for ac-
tive TB and identified gene sets unique from published signa-
tures in nonpregnant populations, including the signature 
used in the new Cepheid cartridge. Our findings suggest differ-
ences in maternal TB pathogenesis and highlight that novel di-
agnostics may not benefit all populations.

We found that ITSN1 and LONRF1 differentiated TB disease 
from infection peripartum. ITSN1, like genes identified in pub-
lished signatures, is associated with adaptive inflammatory re-
sponses, including CD4+ T-cell activation [5]. ITSN1 and 
LONRF1, however, are also involved in innate immune 
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Figure 1. Biomarker identification analysis results and tuberculosis (TB) signature comparison. The dot plots from the biomarkers identified as best classifiers from cases at 
the time of active TB diagnosis vs controls (diagnostic model) (A) and cases before they developed active TB vs controls(predictive model) (B). C, Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve from each biomarker set. The TB predictive biomarkers are colored as red, the diagnostic model in blue. The shaded areas correspond to the standard 
error. The area under the curve (AUC) values for each curve are noted with the same colors. Boxplots show the AUC, measured by general linear modeling, for randomForest 
genes (bold), differentially expressed genes (bold), and publicly available TB gene expression signatures identifying the randomForest genes as the best TB classifier in 
postpartum (A) and pregnancy (B). We then compared the performance of diagnostic TB signatures (D), and predictive TB signatures (E) and the randomForest gene models 
in the conditions classification by using linear models to measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of each gene set and its confidence interval. The asterisked signature is 
being commercially used for rapid TB diagnosis. The randomForest gene sets we identified for pregnancy (predictive) and postpartum (diagnostic) outperforms all signatures in 
all comparisons. Abbreviation: VST, variance-stabilizing transformation.
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pathways, including mediation of macrophage activation, pro-
teasome degradation, and dendritic cell maturation [5, 6]. 
These genes, then, represent biologically plausible TB pathways 
slightly different from published signatures [3].

Participants with TB disease did not have significant differenc-
es in genes related to the IFN response or inflammasome path-
ways reported in the 3-gene signature and others [3, 7]. Known 
peripartum increases in IFN, documented by ourselves and 
others, may mask the expected increase in IFN signaling with 
TB disease [8, 9]. During pregnancy, inflammasome formation 
is also suppressed to prevent fetal rejection [10]. That neither 
IFN nor inflammasome pathways are upregulated in maternal 
TB may provide insight into maternal TB pathogenesis.

Our data suggest that the new 3-gene signature TB diagnos-
tic assay may not improve diagnosis of maternal TB, which is 
especially challenging. Weight loss, a classic TB symptom, is ex-
pected postpartum, making symptom screening less specific. 
Consequently, postpartum women are often diagnosed with 
TB after their newborn. A test that accurately discriminates 
TB disease from other peripartum conditions would improve 
maternal and infant outcomes.

We found that GGT7 levels helped predict TB progression in 
pregnant women before they developed symptomatic disease. 
GGT7 is involved in glutathione metabolism, which is impor-
tant in the TB immune response and has been associated 
with TB disease [11]. This gene has not been identified in sev-
eral TB progression studies [3, 12], suggesting that glutathione 
pathways may be more important in maternal TB pathogenesis.

Our longitudinal approach allowed assessment of presymp-
tomatic and symptomatic TB. Our study was limited by a small-
er sample size and lack of a validation cohort, which is planned. 
The small sample size, however, is a common challenge in ma-
ternal TB studies. Including pregnant women in ongoing TB 
research, especially low-risk observational studies, would ad-
dress this. By excluding pregnant women due to immunologic 
and physiologic changes, researchers have inadvertently pre-
vented advancement of the diagnosis, prevention, and treat-
ment of maternal TB.

Supplementary Data
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